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New fraud methods have been created on advertisement sites in Azerbaijan  

Recently, a new method of fraud has spread in Azerbaijan through advertisement sites. 

So, the seller receives messages from foreign numbers to buy items for sale on classifieds sites. 

But this time, fraudsters don't ask for card information, which is traditionally used in such cases. 

They ask the customer for your identity card to buy the product, after obtaining it, they perform 

https://xeberler.az/new/details/azerbaycanda-elan-saytlarinda-yeni-deleduzluq-usullari-yayilib--28477.htm


password recovery operations in mobile banking applications one by one through your FIN code 

and find the bank you are a customer of. After that, the banking application gets into the hands of 

the fraudster and the fraudster accesses all your accounts and starts "card to card" transactions.  

Source: xeberler.az, 02 August 2022 

 

Cyber-attacks are expected on electronic information resources of Azerbaijan  

The Centre for Combating Computer Incidents of the Special Communication and Information 

Security State Service (SCISSS) reported on the preparation of large-scale cyber-attacks against 

the electronic information resources of our country. 

SCISSS calls on state and non-state information resource administrators, as well as our citizens, to 

be careful and vigilant against phishing attacks. 

Source: xeberler.az, 05 August 2022 

 

There were cyber-attacks on several state institutions and banks in 
Azerbaijan  
According to the information provided by SCISSS, several state institutions and banks were 

subjected to large-scale cyber-attacks. 

Last week, the Centre for Combating Computer Incidents of the Special Communications and 

Information Security State Service issued a warning that large-scale cyber-attacks are expected 

against Azerbaijan's electronic information resources. 

Source: xeberler.az, 08 August 2022 

 

Azerbaijan has fallen behind in terms of internet speed  

In July of this year, Azerbaijan dropped 2 places among other countries in terms of mobile 

internet speed and ranked 60th with a speed of 31.21 MB/s. 

According to the information, last month, Azerbaijan ranked 121st in the world in terms of the 

average speed of stable broadband Internet, which is a 3-point drop compared to June.  

Source: xeberler.az, 17 August 2022 
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